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Time to
stop the
clock in the
Balearics
T
Tim Henman:
great to be
back on
Majorca
Wimbledon favourite Tim Henman said that it was great to be
back on Majorca as he prepared to compete in the Legends Cup
at the Palma Tennis Club. See Page 32. Photo: Warwick Upton.

HE clocks will go
back at the end of
this month. Whenever there is a
change, be it backwards or
forwards, there is a debate.
The principal one is whether
Spain should revert to
Greenwich Mean Time. The
Canaries are the only part of
Spain on that time system,
despite almost all of Spain
being to the west of the Meridian: the Balearics are a
main exception to that rule.
There are other debates,
and Més in Minorca are
bringing one up. It wants to
try and convince other par-

ties in the Balearic parliament that the clocks
shouldn’t go back at the end
of October. It hopes that its
proposal will become an “institutional declaration of
parliament”, one that will be
in favour of continuing with
“solar time” into winter in
order that the Balearics have
the same advantages, as Més
sees them, of spring and
summer. “It is logical, rational and natural to extract
the maximum benefit from a
resource as precious as the
sun.” By not turning the
clocks back, Més argues,
there would be health, eco-

More British
tourists
despite fall
in value of
the pound:
See Page 3

nomic, social and family
benefits. It also points to reasons why the situation is as
it is at present, a legacy of
decades past and political
and industrial motives. Over
time, it says, things have
changed. Putting the clocks
back loses more daylight
time. Not putting them back
would result in energy savings and more time spent
outdoors. Television would
be watched less and there
would be a boost to local
businesses. The quality of
life for the people of the
Balearics would be enhanced.
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